called P88 by the Pirbright group (actual molecular weight determined by nucleotide sequencing is about 80,000), would be called P1 or 1ABCD or 1, whereas FMDV P72 would be called 1ABC. Once the basic pattern is committed to memory one hardly needs a figure to imagine the map position of the protein. Given that the L434 name of poliovirus protein 3c is 1BCD, for example, its coordinates on the L434 diagram are easily visualized.
P2 region. The midpiece, P2, is defined as the region between P1 and P3. The P2 regions of poliovirus and EMC virus are cleaved into three proteins, whereas that of FMDV appears to generate only two (4), due apparently to deletion of protein 2B. If so, FMDV P56, also known as P52, would be called 2AC. This makes the deletion immediately evident. Should the deletion ultimately prove artifactual there would be no problem in reverting to standard description. Protein 3b of poliovirus is described as P2 or 2ABC, whereas its protein 5b is 2BC and X becomes 2C.
P3 region. The P3 region is the entire right piece of the polyprotein beginning with the protein 3A flanking VPg (3B) on the left. Thus, the L434 name of poliovirus protein 9 and EMC virus protein H is 3AB. The multiple VPg's of FMDV are also readily accommodated in this system. Thus P81 (also called P72), carrying zero, one, two or three VPg's, becomes 3CD, 3BCD, 3BBCD, or 3BBBCD, respectively.
Overlap proteins. Certain proteins overlap the borders defined by the L, P1, P2, and P3 regions. Thus the L434 name of EMC virus protein pre-A, also known as Al, is L-1-2A, whereas that of protein A is 1-2A. Similarly, unusual proteins such as 3b/9 and X/9 of poliovirus, which overlap the P2 and P3 regions, become 2BC-3AB and 2C-3AB, respectively.
Alternative cleavage proteins. One class of proteins not accommodated by the simple L434 diagram is the set represented by poliovirus P3 proteins 6a and 6b. They are products of a tyrosine-glycine cleavage site located in P3 protein 2 (see Fig. 7 in reference 9). Homologous proteins are known for HRV-1A and FMDV. It is proposed that these alternative cleavage products of region 3CD be named 3C' (6a of poliovirus, P56c of FMDV, r39a of HRV-1A) and 3D' (6b of poliovirus, P56a of FMDV, and r39b of HRV-1A), respectively. Other proteins which do not fit the L434 pattern will retain their trivial names. Examples are poliovirus P3 proteins 4a, Sa, and 7d (see Fig. 7 (7), whereas the polyprotein of FMDV appears to lack a segment in the P2 piece; it also contains three, rather than one, VPg sequences (4).
Gene functions. The terms vpg, pro, pol, and nep identify genetic loci responsible for synthesis of VPg, protease, polymerase, and nucleocapsid proteins, respectively. These 
